Conflict in Strategic Approaches Regional and Super Regional Powers to Security Problems in Southern Caucasus
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Extended Abstract

Introduction
In future decades, a new global structure based on a widespread global cooperation will be formed. Which is on the basis of Geopolitics realities of the actors? The special task of this axial and dominant group is guarantee of the world's peace and stability. In such structure, as a different type must do the play of power. After collapsing USSR We are watching forming a new thinking in the area of strategic analyses which their aim is improving the actor's place aiming to create balance in strategic equivalents. USA, Europe, Russia, Iran and Turkey were the main countries that after collapsing USSR, Tried to make relations with the new independent countries. Also of this tries were not applied monotony and very country considering their own strategic, Economic, Political and cultural priorities, Acted with the region countries and the countries of Caucasus region also based on their specific considerations were defining the foreign relations. As a result Caucasus countries wished or unwished, Entered into the worldwide and regional strategic ranking and the consequents of this strategic rankings and the consequent of this strategic ranking, Created a relative balance between region countries interests and international actors. Based on strategic approach, Security issues of Caucasus in a frame of new big play are analyzed in the region.

Methodology
This study employs the analytical–descriptive research method using documentation and
literature review, which data have been gathered from bibliographic methods. Analysis was made through applying syllogistic reasoning and data were analyzed with qualitative method. Due to the connection of research with peripheral and spatial interactions data analyzed by the qualitative method.

**Results and Discussion**

**Research question**
What has the strategic approach of the regional and super regional powers left on the security problems of the southern Caucasus zone?

**Research hypothesis**
It seems that regarding two conflicting nature of the strategic approaches of the powers, security threats have increased in southern Caucasus.

**Theoretical basics**
Security in the interpret school, is a practical sense. Because security policies of each person or a political unit, determined based on goals and motives that perceive the security nature, without paying attention to it, is impossible. About security and security approach of regional and super regional powers to Caucasus area, Can distinguish motivate layers from each other which usually cared: Dominance, Justification, Satisfaction, Statuesque and Existence which everyone create a special security policy.

**Research Findings**
American policy after collapsing USSR, In one word, politic, Not based on energy situation, But formed based on strategic and security understandings, Which this is a reflection of worldwide and inside situation of the United states. All of things we see from America in practice, the main core including: 1. All aspects superiority of America. 2. Haltering Iran and Russia.

Europe union's three main strategies in which the document of "UN's security strategy" Presented to confronting the worldwide threats under the title of "Strategic aims" Including: Based on the first strategy, Means" Expanding security area to Europe sides" UN must play a special role in stability and correct governing of the un separately neighbors'. Making an international order depending upon effective multi sadism and confronting to threats are two other strategies cared by UN. UN tendency to play a global role that reflected in foreign policy and common security well, it is necessary to strengthening UN's effective penetration in developments of the regions such as southern Caucasus. By considering tribal structure, this region can be considered either as an opportunity or threat. In case of lack of connecting and organizing ties and lack of act to the regional convergence, this issue can be used by rival powers and be the source of threats against Iran. In the other hand, trying to converge and connection can cause to security collection in the north of Iran Which make different opportunities for foreign policies and diplomacy and reduce strategic lateness of Iran. An issue, which is now one of the strategic difficulties for this country. Caucasus in Western Caspian Sea, Strategically, Is a security area for Russia and the presence of the foreign powers affected on
Russia security. The Russians try hard to fight with the rival powers; Including Iran which is going to increase its presence in Caucasus, Furthermore the presence of America and its alliance Turkey and Israel also are concerning in the region. Moscow is so sensitive to security plans needing the presence of other countries in the region and hasn’t the fear to act even military.

In fact, Turkey’s point of view is based on supporting west presence in Caucasus region. This viewpoint, Is highly against Iran and Russia viewpoint in Caucasus region. It seems, Turkey's geopolitics is opening toward the West. Whatever the geopolitics of a country becomes more opened it will have a higher position in the world geopolitics.

**Conclusion**

The founds of the noted research are including the intention of regional and super regional actors and their conceptions from the strategic position caused forming powers approach to this region and certainly every power who has a higher situation, Irises its intentions comes to true than others.

And according to the presented issues, concluded that every country which can be more united and cooperated whit other powers, Can better use the achieved circumstances and going ahead with the aims. Each of regional and super regional powers try to penetrate and affecting on the countries of this region, for making balance in the strategic equivalents. But because of the controversy of powers interests, their competitions cause affecting on the security issues in the southern Caucasus.

An important point about the approach of these powers to the southern Caucasus is lacking any attention to the other powers approach to the region and this caused a conflict in the strategic approach of these powers.
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